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Greetings Reader!
Welcome to my portfolio.
I chose examples demonstrating my writing versatility, as well as a few pieces reaching into aspects of content strategy.
I’ve included additional samples to provide illustration of how I’ve contributed to information architecture, wireframing,
and other activities usually associated with UX design, making it easy for designers and developers to collaborate with
me. Please keep in mind that I influence design and development (and sometimes participate in aspects of the latter),
but I’m neither an artist nor a coder.
I hope you enjoy what I present here and look forward to answering your questions.
Denise Dilworth
wordfusedenise@gmail.com
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Email Copy: Charting a New Course for Conflict Mastery
Several of my clients are single-member LLCs. One of my favorites is a martial artist who consults with individuals
and large organizations, teaching them to turn conflict into creative, dynamic productivity. She requested help her
with an email campaign for a new leadership development course she was offering – a big deal because she
prefers to write her own copy.
We designed a five-email campaign, each email exposing
enticing tidbits from one of the topics she planned to
cover. My client drafted outlines and a few key points
from which I wrote her emails. (I’ve included two here.)
Her list audience is familiar with her work, but this was a
new offering.
Not only did my client receive several compliments on
the emails, but she also enjoyed surprisingly high open
and click-through rates for her list (about 29% and 6%,
respectively). Oh, and she referred one of her clients to
me, telling him: “Denise is the only writer who can make
me sound like me, only better.” *swoon*

Client: Conflict mastery consultant
Request: Email copy to advertise new
course.
Results: Average 29% open rate and 6%
click rate.

Email 1: Do you move with change – or against it?
For many of us, adapting to change is challenging. Without meaning to, we often resist it – and our resistance
creates conflict. Even moving with change can create tensions when differences of opinion about shifting
priorities arise.
What if we saw change as an opportunity for bringing out the best in our teams? What if we viewed conflict as the
key to innovation?
My new Leadership Momentum Intensive will give you tools for mastering conflict and developing fluidity and
focused flexibility during times of intense change. You’ll explore how to:
•
•
•

Recognize and respond to differences in how your team members respond to change
Learn to find hidden opportunities within what appear to be “problems”
Master conflict and free your team to create and innovate

You’ll get expert instruction, behavior modeling, hands-on practice and valuable feedback – all in a relaxed but
focused three-day intensive.
Join other professionals and leaders, in learning how to develop adaptability, master conflict, and move through
changing priorities with grace and ease. Register online today.
<time and place details>
[/email sample 1]

Email samples continued next page…
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Email 2: Shift happens, again and again…
Variety might be the spice of life, but sometimes it feels like we’re living inside the salt-shaker. Change spawns
more change, often unanticipated. Just when your team begins to get focused and move in a positive direction,
priorities shift again.
If you can’t adapt quickly, conflict and disengagement can damage your team’s dynamic.
Business and nonprofit leaders alike tell me that constantly changing priorities are one of the top two stumbling
blocks slowing their momentum. That’s why in my new Leadership Momentum Intensive you’ll learn how to:
•
•
•

Shift your focus with resilience
Move more easily through the “messy middle” of change
Get buy-in from your team as priorities change

You’ll receive expert instruction, behavior modeling, hands-on practice and valuable feedback – all in a relaxed
but focused intensive. (Not to mention good food and great company!)
Join other professionals and leaders, in learning how to develop adaptability, master conflict, and move through
changing priorities with grace and ease. Register online today.
<time and place details>
[/email sample 2]

Portfolio continued next page…
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Email and Blog Copy: Writing Fart Jokes for a Pet Probiotics Manufacturer
Not kidding: One of my best client called and asked me to write pet dialogues for a company that manufactures
and sells human and pet probiotics to consumers. And what’s one of the most common conditions probiotics
treat? Yep: Flatulence.
The situation just begged for fart jokes.
The company requested a drip campaign designed as
outreach for conference attendees who’d signed up for
email at the company’s booth. We decided to take a
“soap opera” approach, a 5-email series building
toward a conflict, then ending with a resolution and an
invitation to try the product (along with a discount
code). I created two animal characters based on brand
graphics – a dog named Oscar and a cat named Felixx –
along with a human narrator I simply called “Mom,”
and they delivered the goods with humor and aplomb.

Client: Pet probiotics manufacturer
Request: Email copy and blog post series
to build brand awareness.
Results: Average 56% open rate for
emails; no analytics available for posts.

Happy with the results, my client next requested
several long-form, educational blog posts to be guesthosted on a pet advocacy and education site. The site hosting the posts boasted a following impressive enough to
significantly boost my client’s visibility. (It has since relaunched, focusing on pet rescues.) Felixx and Oscar
reprised their email performances for a new audience.
Included here is one of the emails and a blog post excerpt.

Email sample: Smelly cat

Subject: Smelly cat! Felixx makes a stink about breakfast [1 of 3]
Hi there!
“Mom” here. If you’ve ever adopted a pet, this scene might be familiar to you.
Felixx and Oscar were quietly enjoying a lovely, sunny afternoon in the living room. Suddenly, I overhear:
Oscar: “Ewwww…is that you?”
Felixx: “I don’t know what you’re talking about.”
Oscar: “Smells like something crawled out of your litterbox.”
Felixx (huffily): “My breakfast isn’t sitting right with me, if you must know.”
Oscar: “I wonder if Mom can give you what I take for my…uh…aroma.”
Felixx (suspiciously flexing his claws): “What is it? I hate powdery stuff on my food. And pills? Not.
Happening.”
A little back-story for you readers:
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Oscar’s first night with me was a little…“ruff.” He pottied every 20-30 minutes. Turns out, diarrhea is
common in shelter pets – even in new puppies! Things like food changes and the stress and excitement of
a new home can upset their digestion. Luckily, Oscar’s veterinarian suggested a supplement that helped
him feel better in a few days – so we could both get some sleep.
Until I brought Felixx home from the shelter a few weeks later. Sure enough! He had diarrhea, too. And
guess what? The same supplement that helped Oscar’s diarrhea also comes in a special formulation for
cats! It gets even better: Felixx also came with scaly, itchy skin. And you won’t believe what cleared it up…
You see, the secret to pet health is gut health. And one of the keys to gut health is probiotics.
(And – thank goodness! – <client> pet probiotics don’t require giving pills to Felixx.)
--Next up: In episode 2 of 3, Oscar nearly has a meltdown because something’s missing from his bowl, and
Felixx gets itchy just thinking about it.
[/email sample]

Blog Post Excerpt: Benefits of Probiotics

“4 Ways Your Pet Can Benefit from Probiotics”
Oscar: “Probiotics are good for LOTS of things!”
Felixx: “Yes, they are. Remember how itchy I was when I came to live with you and Mom?”
Oscar: “Ohhhh, yeah! You were all flaky.”
Felixx <rolling his eyes>: “I believe the word you’re looking for is scaly, and it was just my skin.”
Oscar: “But your skin flaked off when Mom scratched you, so you were-…”
Felixx: “…scaly. My skin was scaly. YOU are flaky.”
Oscar <furrowing his brow>: “Only that one time. And bacon was involved.”
Felixx: “Anyway…the point is that probiotics helped my skin heal.”
Oscar: “And they helped me with my…ummm…eruptions. Y’know, when I first came home from
the shelter, before you came to live with us.”
Felixx: “Oh, believe me, I’ve heard the tales.”
Hi! Mom here. Oscar and Felixx are right: probiotics helped them with a variety of issues. Here are four I found
while I was doing my online research. We thought you might like to know about them, too.

Probiotics Help Your Pup Pass Firmer Poops
Seriously. Bringing your new puppy or rescue dog home is such a happy time! But even happy times can be
stressful, and sometimes that results in worrisome diarrhea (or vomiting) for your dog. New smells, new people,
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new food, new everything…it can be overwhelming, and one of the places in our bodies where we (and our pets)
experience stress is in our guts.
The most-cited reason for giving our furry companions probiotics is to support their digestive health. Probiotics
can not only help stop diarrhea, constipation, and vomiting caused by stress but can also help control illnessrelated digestive issues, such as irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), and
gastrointestinal (GI) infections and parasites.
Oh, and gas. Probiotics can help control bloating and gas. (So next time Uncle Pete yells at the dog about a foul
smell, you’ll know who’s really to blame.)

Probiotics Improve Your Pet’s Skin and Coat
That pesky itch you thought might be fleas? It could be eczema, dermatitis, or any number of chronic skin
disorders, some of which also result in dull, brittle, thinning coats. Before you rename your pup “Patch” because
of her balding hot spots, try probiotics. They work on the underlying conditions causing her skin and coat
problems, such as allergies and yeast infections, which often start in the gut.
One of the best things about probiotics is that they work with your dog’s body, boosting good bacteria that
naturally occur in her body but might be out of balance with (also naturally-occurring) bad bacteria. In extreme
cases, the medicines sometimes used to treat them, such as antibiotics, kill off both bad and good bacteria in the
gut. So, if your pet requires stronger medication for his or her itchy skin, giving them probiotics replenishes the
micro-organisms that could stop future outbreaks – and helps bring their coat back to soft and shiny.
<snip>
Felixx: So, probiotics helped your digestive issues, and they helped me stop itching. They’re pretty
versatile as a wellness choice.”
Oscar: “That’s because, like, 70% of our immune systems are in our guts, and probiotics make our guts
healthy – so our whole bodies get healthy!”
Felixx <raising an eyebrow>: “Have you been stealing Mom’s laptop password again to look things up on
Google?”
Oscar <wagging>: “Yep!”
Felixx: “Good boy! Can you order us a pizza for delivery? I like anchovies on mine.”

Those silly boys! Luckily, Oscar doesn’t know where I keep my credit ca-… Wait a second. That had better not be
the doorbell I just heard.
[/blog post excerpt]
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Enzyme Manufacturer Website: Content Strategy as UX
Founded in 2003, VitaCyte is a small, privately-owned enzyme manufacturer on the south side of Indianapolis. The
company continuously seeks to refine its products, reducing – and, in some cases, eliminating – the need for batch
testing, which is one of the biggest hurdles to efficient tissue isolation for laboratory research. (Think: separating
liver cells from fat cells.) VitaCyte’s tiny team of research scientists and manufacturing specialists were highly
participative and were sponges when it came to learning about brand personality, content strategy, and
marketing, which made them a lot of fun to work with.
My team was tasked not only with overhauling the
VitaCyte website but also adding an ecommerce shop.
The team wanted to disrupt the convention of their
competitors’ sterile, bloated websites with messaging
and images that were more “provocative,” in the CEO’s
words. The site also had to be easy to maintain and
update.

Client: Research enzyme manufacturer.
Request: New ecommerce website.
Results: Visually appealing website, with
a more than 70% increase in new visitors
and a 72% decrease in bounce rate.
Online sales steadily increase, with
predictable spikes in the months
following conferences.

We first sifted through the CEO’s market analysis and
refined his buyer personas, based on a ROT (Redundant,
Outdated, Trivial) analysis of their existing pages, which
reduced the property’s size by more than 95%. Then I led
the client team through a brand exercise to help define
their voice and tone, which later rolled up into a style
guide. We worked through several iterations of a
navigational blueprint and several rounds of page
wireframing. We added custom photography to their
new copy, and I suggested a LinkedIn strategy, helping team members update their profiles and learn how to
engage online. This section presents several examples of what I personally contributed to the project. Design,
parts of the technical build, and an SEO analysis were completed by other members of my team.

Website samples continue next page…
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The Before: Science Guys Build Their Own Website
To their credit, the guys built their site in WordPress, figuring it out as they went. The old site reflected their
personalities and their voice as scientists and manufacturers – highlighting their numerous publications and their
deep knowledge of research biology. It did not, however, address the needs of their target audience: research lab
managers (often lay-people) in search of effective, efficient enzymes to isolate organ tissue from surrounding
material.

Samples continue next page…
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Customer Journey Map
While doing research for the proposal, I found and recreated this graphical customer journey map, adapting it to
the scientists’ context for interacting with their customers, as well as their aspirations for how they’d interact in
the future. The lightbulbs going off in the room as I walked them through it could have lit a football stadium. It
was delightful.
This map was the tipping point for them, resulting not only in a sale for me, but also in affording me the
opportunity to deliver a more fully-hatched digital strategy, of which their e-commerce site was only a part –
albeit an important part.

Samples continue next page…
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Navigational Blueprint
Perhaps our most challenging task was redesigning the site’s organization and finding a focus. The company’s
leadership envisioned an extensive resource site, with a wiki/forum and downloadable scientific papers, etc. The
team was more focused on selling product and establishing their credibility as a manufacturing facility. We’d
collaborated on a ROT analysis (Redundant, Outdated, Trivial) on the site’s contents, but the leadership resisted
removing much of the research-based content, believing that visitors would want to know not only what they did
but how they did it. Against our better judgment, we created that catch-all of website sections: “Resources.”
Pictured here (and on the next page) is an early iteration of our navigational blueprint; we created four before
getting a simpler version approved. Since launch, the top navigation has become simpler still, as analytics have
revealed little interest in the scientific discussion – as we predicted. Eventually, I imagine that much of what’s
under Resources will be archived.
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Samples continue next page…
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Brand Voice
While we wanted to create a voice that resonated with their brand personality (methodical, organized, detailed,
precise), we also wanted to portray the team as collaborative, helpful, and human. We needed to strike a balance:
an informal, no-nonsense tone backed by enough science to hold up to industry scrutiny.
We combined my colleague’s custom photography with slightly “edgy” banner copy for a bolder, more visually
appealing presentation than competitors’ sites offered.
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The site’s primary audience is lab personnel who need to see enough credentialing to persuade their managers to
buy product from a small, unfamiliar vendor. We wanted to project a warm confidence and a willingness to offer
expert guidance and collaboration. We used our custom photography to help tell the client’s story and add a
touch of visual interest to an otherwise minimalist WordPress template.

[/sample]
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Content Approval Workflow: Governance Isn’t a Dirty Word
I love this final sample because it’s meaningful to me. Our client was a large financial services company whose
marketing was distributed across several business units and for whom IT served as a “necessary evil” in the
publishing of digital content. The firm I worked for was collaborating on a complete overhaul of the client’s
website, as well as implementing a major CMS upgrade.
And the project was the most fun I could possibly have
without involving either chocolate or bacon.

Client: Large financial services company.

My team’s most shining achievement was organizing and
Request: Content management services.
educating a cross-departmental content governance
board. Few of the creative and marketing team members
on the board knew anything about digital content
Results: CMS-powered website and one
management, and, conversely, few of the IT folks
rockin’ content governance board.
understood the pressures of marketing. To illustrate:
During one of our meetings, a new marketing member
complained that she didn’t understand why we had to
discuss workflow because she “did all the digital stuff” herself.
A spirited discussion followed (“So you know how to code?” “You do the graphic design, too?” “How do you push
it live when it’s done?”), resulting in the following workflow, which accounted for many of the resources involved
in publishing digital assets via the CMS. Where most such workflows begin at the Creation phase, my team of
content strategists made it clear that Scoping and Resourcing required representation for better planning – and
fewer tensions – between marketing and IT teams.

[/sample] [/portfolio]
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